Carbon nanofilaments (CNFs) could be synthesized using C 2 H 2 /H 2 as source gases and SF 6 as an incorporated additive gas under thermal chemical vapor deposition system. Ni powders were used as the catalyst for the formation of the CNFs. During the initial deposition stage, the initiation of the CNFs on the Ni catalyst was investigated. The geometries of the as-grown CNFs on Ni catalyst were strongly dependent on the size and/or the shape of Ni catalyst. Small size catalyst (<150 nm in diameter) gives rise to the unidirectional growth of the CNFs. On the other hand, large size catalyst (150~500 nm), the bidirectional growth of the CNFs could be observed. Particularly, the well faceted parallelogram-shaped Ni catalyst could give rise to the bidirectional growth of the CNFs having the symmetrically opposite direction. Eventually, these bidirectional growths of CNFs were understood to form the well-developed carbon microcoils (CMCs). Based on these results, the optimal shape and the size of the Ni catalyst to form the CMCs were discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, a focused interest in the synthesis of the various geometries for the carbon-based nanomaterials (CNMs), such as tubes, fibers, coils, graphenes, bundles, horns, onions, and so on, has been emerged [1] [2] [3] [4] . To utilize their promising characteristics for the flexible and diverse application realm, the achievement of the controlled geometries of the CNMs is indispensible.
Basically, the CNMs growth involves a dissolutiondiffusion-precipitation mechanism that is initiated on the surface of the catalyst particles 5) . In this respect the characteristics of the used metal catalyst would be the primary factor to control the geometries of the CNMs. Namely, the catalyst chemical composition, size, thickness, shape, and crystallographic orientation may play a critical role in determining the geometries of the CNMs. Up to the present, various kinds of the catalyst have been widely investigated [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Among the metal catalysts currently used in the growth of the CNMs, Ni was regarded as an effective material for the growth of the CNMs 9) . In general, Ni (100) plane was known to give the highest yield for the growth of the carbon coils 10) . The anisotropic deposition rate of a carbon according to Ni single crystal planes was supposed to be the driving force for the formation of the carbon coils 10) . The catalyst particle size was also known to be the critical factor to determine the geometries of the CNMs, especially the carbon coils. Tang et al. 11) observed that the helical carbon structure grew from Fe 2 O 3 catalyst particles with the diameters less than 150 nm, while the straight carbon structure was appeared at the larger size of the catalyst particle. Zhang et al. 12) reported that the coiled carbon fibers were only obtained when the size of Cu catalyst particles were between 30 and 60 nm in diameter. Hokushin et al. 13) showed that the carbon nanocoils (CNCs) instead of the carbon microcoils (CMCs) could be observed for Fe/In/Sn catalyst particle sizes ranging between 50 and 150 nm. Despite these efforts, the study for the catalyst characteristics effect on the geometries of the CNMs, especially the carbon coils, is still required for their application in the diverse practical domain. In this work, we are interested in the effect of the Ni catalyst characteristics, especially the size and/or the shape, on the variation of the geometries for the as-grown carbon coils. Several minutes after initial deposition reaction, the initial growing aspect of the CNFs was investigated according to the Ni catalyst size and/or shape incorporated in the head area of the CNFs. The geometries of the as-grown carbon coils after the final deposition reaction were also correlated with the aspect of the as-grown CNFs. Based on these results the optimal size and/or the shape of the Ni catalyst for the CMCs or CNCs were suggested and discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL
For the substrate, about 300 nm SiO 2 layer on Si substrate was employed. They were prepared by the thermal oxidation of about 1. The injection times for C 2 H 2 and H 2 flow were fixed at 60 minutes. However the additive gas (SF 6 ) flow was adjusted for 5 minutes from the starting point of the deposition reaction. The detailed reaction conditions were shown in Table 1 . The morphologies of the carbon coils-deposited substrates were investigated using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two samples having the different deposition reaction times were prepared. At 5 minutes after initial deposition reaction, we could obtain approximately three different types of the surface morphologies. As On the other hand, location ② shows the curved-type CNFs (see Fig. 2e ). Especially, the number eightshaped CNFs could be observed (see the dotted circular area in Fig. 2e ). Location ③ shows two different sizes of the CNFs, namely the large and the small ones as shown in Fig. 2f . At 90 minutes after initial deposition reaction, namely sample B, we could also obtain three different types of the surface morphologies as shown in Fig. 3 . Locations ①, ②, and ③ in Fig. 3 almost correspond to the locations ①, ②, and ③ in Fig. 1 , respectively. Fig. 4d ), while CMCs are dominant on the location ② (see Fig. 4e ). Meanwhile, location ③ gives rise to the mixed formation of CMCs and CNCs (see Fig. 4f ). By correlating the surface morphologies of location ② in Figs. 1 and 3 , the initial morphology like the curved-type or the number eight-shaped type in Fig. 2e was understood to promote the well-developed CMCs as shown in Fig. 4e . Fig. 5 shows the 40,000× magnified FESEM image focused around the number eight-shaped geometry in Fig. 2e . The well-faceted parallelogram-shaped bright spot, regarded as the Ni catalyst, could be shown in the middle point of the number eight-shaped geometry (see the head point of the arrow in Fig. 5 ). The bright spots in Fig. 5 seemed to be composed by Ni 3 C as the previous reports 16) . The estimated sizes of the spots diameters are in the range of 150~500 nm. Fig. 6 shows the catalyst size of the well-grown CMCs (see the arrow head in Fig. 6 ). This result confirms that the catalyst size in case of CMCs would be more than 150 nm.
According to the dissolution-diffusion-precipitation model 5) , the precipitated carbon elements would be the origin for the growth of two CNFs. Therefore the growth of two CNFs building up the coil geometry would be initiated from the parallelogram-shaped catalyst. They seemed to grow from the almost opposite starting points of the parallelogram-shaped catalyst.
In addition, the unequal extrusion of the carbon elements from the catalyst would give rise to the curvature for the coil-type geometry composed by two CNFs
17)
. Finally, they would produce the coiltype geometry as the CMCs.
By correlating the surface morphologies of location ① in Figs. 1 and 3 , on the other hand, the initial morphology like Figs. 2a and d was understood to produce the CNCs, instead of CMCs, as shown in Figs. 4a and d. Fig. 7 shows the 50,000× magnified FESEM images focused around the head area of CNFs in Fig. 2d . The circular-shaped bright spot, regarded as the Ni catalyst, could be shown in the head of the linear-type geometry (see the circular area in Fig. 7 ). The assumed sizes of the spots diameters seem to be smaller than 150 nm even by estimating the CNCs thickness. Two CNFs, as an attached form, seemed to be grown from the circularshaped catalyst (see the head point of the arrow in Fig. 7 ) and then they would grow toward the same direction. Consequently, they could form the linear type geometry. Finally, they would produce the CNCs as shown in Fig. 4d . By comparing the estimated sizes of the catalyst, the sizes of the catalyst in Fig. 5 (location ①) were estimated larger than those in Fig. 7 (location ②) . This result confirms that the large size catalyst may promote the CMCs formation. Because location ③ shows two different sizes of the CNFs, they may have two different kinds of the catalyst size, namely the large and the small ones. Consequently, they could give rise to the mixed formation of CMCs and CNCs.
CONCLUSIONS
To investigate the effect of the Ni catalyst characteristics, especially the size and/or the shape, on the variation of the geometries for the as-grown carbon coils, we prepared two samples having the different deposition reaction times (initial 5 minutes and final 90 minutes). The surface morphologies between two samples were correlated with each other according to the locations on the substrate. The large size catalysts (150~500 nm) promote the CMCs formation, while the small size ones (<150 nm) favor the CNCs formation. For the shape of the catalyst, the wellfaceted parallelogram-shaped catalyst seemed to foster the well-developed CMCs. Two CNFs building up the coil geometry were grown from the opposite starting points of the parallelogram-shaped catalyst. Finally, the unequal extrusion of the carbon elements from the catalyst seemed to produce the CMCs formation.
